
Everything you need to know and why you should be part of this innovative event

27 –29 May 2022, CTICC, Cape Town & online

SA’s premier plant-based hybrid
food, drink and lifestyle show



The Plant Powered Show (TPPS) is set to take place on
Friday, 27 to Sunday, 29 May 2022. TPPS will be 
presented in the format of a hybrid event combining the
attraction of the in-person event with the scale and 
reach of the virtual event. 

Aimed at those looking to live and enjoy a healthier, 
more conscious and sustainable lifestyle with a smaller 
environmental footprint, The Plant Powered Show 
features the rising stars, celebrity chefs and cooks 
presenting live cooking demos, diverse and compelling 
talks by the health and wellness experts, premium and 
interactive experiences, exclusive industry networking 
as well as a marketplace filled with hundreds of plant-
based food, drink and lifestyle brands and product 
launches.
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SA’s premier plant-
based food, drink &
lifestyle event



The hybrid platform allows for a wider
audience and an exciting potential to deliver
content. 

By offering a hybrid version TPPS is driving a
larger audience into an interactional space,
seeing new innovative and greater
measurable results in outcomes of the event
experience. 

Direct contact with customers through
multiple platforms and more exposure for
sponsors and exhibitors.

The professionally integrated platform offers
a hybrid playground filled with options and
opportunities for more creative formats,
interesting exchanges, innovative attendee
engagement and a higher ROI. 

Here are just some of the benefits for show
participants:
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Why hybrid?
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TPPS takes place at the CTICC – Africa’s leading
convention centre centrally located in the City of Cape
Town – as well as Hopin, a professionally integrated
online event platform.

The show is targeted at high spending and engaged
visitors looking to discover and learn about plant-based
brands and products.

Recent research also tells us that 78% of consumers are
more inclined to engage with a brand they have had a
face-to-face interaction with meaning there’s never
been a better time to make TPPS part of your
marketing mix.

Why The Plant
Powered Show?



A trend that's here to stay. The rise of plant-
based foods is an inexorable trend and is the
fastest growing food and lifestyle interest. This
trend is driven by concerns with health and
wellbeing, climate change and animal welfare.

Generation Z and millennials are the core
consumer group, but they are already
influencing other consumer groups to move
towards a flexitarian or less tarian lifestyle and
it’s estimated that by 2040, only 40% of the
global population will consume meat.

The coronavirus pandemic has further fast-
tracked how people are thinking about what and
how they consume and how it is sourced and
delivered. 
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The conscious
consumer



The PPS event line-up will include cooking
demos, health and wellness expert talks,
special appearances, entertainment,
interactive demos, a marketplace filled with
hundreds of plant-based brands,
unbeatable shopping, show offers, The
Great Big Vegan Banquet as well as exciting
and fun networking sessions. 

TPPS will bring much-need support for small
South African food producers.

With inspiration from chefs and experts,
premium product demonstrations,
networking opportunities and even easier
lead generation, the show is set to be a
game changer for B2BC events.
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Packed full of plant-
based inspiration



Plant Power Talks: 
Diverse and compelling talks and
panel discussions by top health and
wellness experts.

Vegan & Meet:
Extra special experiences for
premium ticket holders.

The Plant Kitchen:
The cooking theatre will feature 
chefs, rising stars and celebrity cooks
in action as they demo the best and 
easiest ways to create exciting vegan 
and plant-based dishes. 

Expo Area: 
Show visitors will experience
exhibitors’ brand space in the in-
person event and the “virtual mall”
expo area, which will allow exhibitors
to showcase their company as well
as enable them to have one-on-one
conversations with potential new
customers both in-person and
online.

The Great Big Vegan Banquet: 
A sit-down menu inspired by the show’s
celebrity chefs and enjoyed by
competition winners, VIP guests and
premium ticket holders.

Immersive experiences



Interactive Masterclasses: 
In the interactive masterclasses,
attendees will learn how to make
delicious treats, bakes and shakes,
conscious cocktails and fermented
foods as well as participate in tasting
/ pairing sessions.

Other sustainable living offerings 

From eco-friendly home deco and 
personal accessories to vegan beauty
products, a yoga and wellness zone
and more…
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Memorable
experiences



vegans 
vegetarians 
flexitarians 
reducetarians / less tarians
people interested in exploring the vegan 
and vegetarian lifestyle 
foodies looking for plant-based inspiration
those looking for healthier and more
sustainable lifestyle choices 
those who have compromised their health
and are looking for solutions to change
sports enthusiasts 
The trade –investors, restaurateurs, food
manufacturers, retailers and distributors.

It’s a new way of 
connecting with

TPPS audience is engaged, enthusiastic,
passionate and hungry for new ingredients,
new ideas and new products.
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Covid-19 Safety
The show team has been working closely with the
relevant government departments, key industry
bodies and venue to create a plan to deliver Covid-
safe events for visitors, exhibitors and partners. 

Split Sessions:

To ensure visitors maximise the value of their visit
and pleasurable experience and to ensure Covid-safe
density requirements there will be four-hour split
sessions, each session requiring a different entry
ticket. 

Visitor data has shown the average time at in-person
events is three to four hours.



Messages from some of our 
Show Partners
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"As the global move towards more plant-
based diets and vegan lifestyles has been
growing, South Africans are learning about
the benefits of this change –The Plant 
Powered Show is a great opportunity to 
accelerate this learning.” 
-Donovan Will, Director of ProVeg South 
Africa

“Wellness Warehouse is excited to be on 
board as a supporter of the The Plant 
Powered Show. Consumers across the globe 
are opting for healthier, more ethical 
lifestyles and better eating habits, driving a 
rise in the popularity of plant-based options
-
and we are excited to be offering people an 
opportunity to learn, engage, trial and make 
the right purchase and lifestyle decisions.”
-Simon Alston, Wellness Warehouse CEO



Sponsors and Exhibitors will share in a
comprehensive, well-researched marketing,
advertising & PR campaign.

The promotional campaign is fully integrated
across print, broadcast, outdoor, direct and
digital channels.

Expect extensive publicity and editorial
coverage with a strategic mix of content and
media partners in leading magazines,
newspapers and digital publications, as well
as radio and TV interviews, inserts and
promotions.

The outdoor advertising component includes
street poles and moving billboards.

In addition to this, there will be a strong
digital marketing drive, with word being
spread on necessary digital platforms,
websites and across relevant social media
channels.
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Brand exposure



Jenny Morris admitted it was the most fun
she’s had in ages as it gave her the
opportunity to interact with people, share
her love of cooking and also discover the
wonderful world of plant based food and
all the new products on the market.

"My experience of FPPS has been an
absolutely amazing. I interacted with
chefs who are really doing extraordinary
things. It has also enabled me to want to
do more for this community."
Hope Mdakane, winner of the FPPS and SA
Young Chefs plant-based competition

"SA Chefs was proud to support the 
inaugural Festive Plant Powered Show. 
It was a well-structured programme and 
our members enjoyed the dynamic and 
integrative experience."
Jocelyn Myers-Adams of The South 
African Chefs Association

I applaud the organisers who ventured unchartered
territory for supporting the world’s fastest growing
choice of lifestyle and look forward to the next
helping. It was a great line up of chefs – both local
and international – and afforded the opportunity to
showcase lesser known chefs. Dare I say I thought
the local chefs stood up brilliantly against some of
the international ones -and even better in some
cases."
Hilary Biller, food editor of The Sunday Times

The inaugural Plant Powered Show - under the name
The Festive Vegan & Plant Powered Show - took place
online in November 2020 due to the pandemic and
lockdown restrictions, and featured an extraordinary 
line-up of local and international chefs. 
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The first Plant Powered 
Show

WATCH REPLAYS

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeQVq2zLYXYgKMpCZX0X_jg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeQVq2zLYXYgKMpCZX0X_jg


Live Events takes a hands-on approach to creating high-value,
sustainable, special interest events. 

 
The large-scale events company has executed market-leading 
B2B & B2C events spanning some 25 years with directors 
working on events such as the Good Food & Wine Show, The 
Johannesburg National Boat Show and the African continent’s 
first Fertility Show.

www.liveevents.africa
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About the organisers

https://www.liveevents.africa/


© 2021 The information contained in this document remains the intellectual property of Live Events (Pty) Ltd and
may not be copied, stored, retrieved or in any way reproduced without express written permission from Live
Events (Pty) Ltd and is subject to the copyright laws in South Africa and internationally.
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Contact our team
To secure your prime exhibition spot and/or sponsorship
opportunity, contact one of our team today. (We can also send
separate information regarding various exhibition packages
and sponsorship opportunities).

wendy@plantpoweredshow.com 
+27 72 444 6477

You can also follow us on social media @plantpowerza or visit
us online at website: 

www.plantpoweredshow.com

https://plantpoweredshow.com/

